New blogs on spatialeconomics.nl

Parking policy: do residents benefit from paid parking?
Managing congestion with tradable permits: the best of both worlds?
On air transport: competing routes in aviation

News from the Department

The Department of Spatial Economics developed a new minor on Real Estate Economics and Finance, starting in September 2017. Students learn what economic analysis contributes to our understanding of how cities evolve and what role policy can play. More information can be found at https://minor.vu.nl/nl/minoren/real-estate-economics-and-finance/index.aspx

Upcoming Events

Farewell Lecture
7 June, 15:45, Aula
Harmen Verbruggen: ‘Duurzaamheid tussen overheid en markt’

Eureka Seminars
15 June, 12:15-13:15, room HG-9A-16
Jordy Meekes & Thomas de Graaff
‘ICT and the Consumer City: the impact of online reviews on consumer variety’

6 July, 12:15-13:15, room HG-9A-16
Duco de Vos & Erik Verhoef

More information: G.C.van.der.Meijden@vu.nl

Spatial Economics Seminar at the Tinbergen Institute
8 June, 12:15-13:15. Tinbergen Institute Amsterdam, room 1.01
Olivier Deschênes (University of California Santa Barbara, United States)
‘Weather, Climate Change and Death in India’

22 June, 12:15-13:15. Tinbergen Institute Amsterdam, room 1.01
Harry Garretsen (University of Groningen)

7 September, 12:15-13:15. Tinbergen Institute Amsterdam, room 1.01
Diego Puga (CEMFI, Spain)

More information: S.Poelhekke@vu.nl

Spatial Economics Sports Event: Mini-golf & Post-session Drinks at Amstelpark
Did you already sign up for the Spatial Economics sports event on 8 June, starting at 15:00 at Amstelpark? If not, please contact Francis Ostermeijer.
Staff

Welcome…

Yue Bao (China) will join the U-SMILE project as a postdoc under supervision topic relates to mathematical and economic theory of traffic management ir tradable credits in particular. Previously she worked at Utrecht University for on student in 2016.

Maryam Saremi is a PhD student at Tabriz University, dept. of Industrial Econc us for 6 months as a guest researcher under supervision of Eric Pels. Her rese Economics, Aviation Economics and Transport Economics.

Journal Articles and Working Papers 2017

A generic marginal value function for natural areas

An agent-based model for diffusion of electric vehicles

ARIADNE: Final Report on Data Mining

Buyouts and Agglomeration Bonuses in Wildlife Corridor Auctions

Collaborative use of geodesign tools to support decision-making on adaptation to climate change

Cumulative emissions, unburnable fossil fuel, and the optimal carbon tax
van der Ploeg, F. & Rezai, A. 2017 In : Technological Forecasting and Social Change. 116, p. 216-222

Delineation of landscape-scale hydrology and plant dispersal processes in species-rich fens: the Operational Landscape Unit approach

Domestic Market Power in the International Airline Industry

Do Street Robbery Location Choices Vary Over Time of Day or Day of Week? A Test in Chicago

Economic growth and carbon dioxide emissions: An analysis of Latin America and the Caribbean

Efficiency of second generation biofuel crop subsidy schemes: spatial heterogeneity and policy design
Andrée, B. J. M. & Koomen, E. 2017 In : Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews. 67, January, p. 848-862

Estimating the Value of Proximity to Water, When Ceteris Really Is Paribus

Flood Protection and Endogenous Sorting of Households: the role of credit constraints

Follow the money: Does the Financial Sector Intermediate Natural Resource Windfalls?
Beck, T. & Poelhekke, S. 2017 Amsterdam: Tinbergen Institute, (Tinbergen Institute Discussion Paper)

Follow the money: The impact of natural resource windfalls on the financial sector [VoxEU]
Beck, T. & Poelhekke, S. 26 Feb 2017

Former Foreign Affiliates: Cast Out and Outperformed?

From mine to coast: transport infrastructure and the direction of trade in developing countries

Global economic impacts of climate variability and change during the 20th century

Global impact of a climate treaty if the Human Development Index replaces GDP as a welfare proxy

Innovation through new blood

Integrated crisis-climate policy: Macro-evolutionary modelling of technology, finance and energy interactions
Safarzynska, K. E. & van den Bergh, J. C. J. M. 2017 In : Technological Forecasting and Social Change. 114, p. 119-137

Measuring Diverging House Prices
Rouwendal, J. & van Duijn, M. 2017 Amsterdam: Tinbergen Institute, 38 p. (TI Discussion Paper Series; no. 17-028/VIII)

Place-based policies and the housing market
Koster, H. R. A. & van Ommeren, J. N. 2017 Amsterdam: Tinbergen Institute, 57 p. (Tinbergen Institute Discussion Paper; no. 17-008/VIII)

Private Road Supply in Networks with Heterogeneous Users